Stewardship Commission Minutes
April 9, 2018
Attending: Cathy Nagy, Terry McPhillips, Teresa Porcaro, Andy Venosa,
Jim Callahan, Bill Schwanekamp, Bonnie Cherry
Opening Stewardship Prayer
Spotlight Ministry Planning
April – none (Easter)
May – some groups contacted declined; still waiting to hear from others
June – VBS and Festival
Update on SVDP (Jim) for feedback from December’s spotlight – tabled
until May meeting.
New Parishioner Outreach
Registration sheets from February/March were passed out for calling.
Stewardship Corner : Here are the upcoming assignments for 2018:
Apr. – Teresa; May – Andy; June – Jay; July – Cathy; Aug. – Jim; Sept. – Terry;
Oct. – Jim; Nov. & Dec. - Bonnie
Vision Team Update – Teresa and Cathy
PowerPoint packets on Vision 2021 were passed out and discussed. The
mission/goal for Vision 2021 is: In 2021 we will be more actively living
our faith, in family, in parish, in community. The three priorities for
reaching that goal are:
• A vibrant, faith-based school
• Youth and young adult engagement
• Journeys to deeper faith
Next steps were also discussed, including communications to the parish
and the formation of four teams, which consist of a Parish
Implementation Team and a Priority Team for each of the three priorities
listed above. Cathy and Teresa were thanked for the many hours of hard
work on the Vision Team, as well as for their future efforts as the vision is
implemented.
Discernment Team Update – Bill and Andy reported that the team has called
potential discernees, and that the first of two meetings with them will take place
next week. Stewardship is hoping to gain two new members.
Parish Council Update – no report given due to lack of quorum at last meeting.
Festival:
• Stewardship Booth – A discussion was held on whether to continue with
the “Guess the Jelly Bean” free game, or if there would be a better way to
engage people. The decision was tabled until next month.

•

Bid and Buy basket- The team felt that gift cards and other types of
consumable products were popular and appealed to a broader
population. The title of the basket was suggested to be “Eat, Drink and
be Merry.” It was felt that communication on contributions to the basket
could be held via email with the Stewardship team.

Ministry Fair - tabled until Vision Team process is completed
Open Floor - none
Closing Prayer
Next Meeting: May 14

